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Excerpted from City Comforts (2003) by David Sucher. Go to citycomforts.com for more information. 

A phrase of contradiction
It is the contradiction that makes the phrase interesting. “Urban village” conjures 
two different forms of settlement (and their associated emotions) and brings them 
cheek by jowl. As political rhetoric, it calls for the creation of a city of contrary 
sensations. It is a metaphor of unusual power.

These words are filled with opposing emotions. The phrase drew attention and 
praise because people want to feel both sensations. We want to live in a city that is 
intimate enough so that our face is well known and respected by our local police 
officer. But we also want to have the privacy to make friends with people of whom 
our parents might not approve. We want familiarity and anonymity.

People want both 
Both scales of settlement have flaws. People want the best of both worlds: the 
diversity, choice, and independence of the urb and the homeyness and intimacy 
of the village. 

The political and practical challenge is to translate these two feelings — urban 
and village — into real streets and real buildings. 

But before you can build an urban village, you have to know what it is and 
how to recognize one.

How to recognize an urban village
Here is one urban village indicator: while you are driving around a modern American city, 
you come across a commercial district where you want to get out of your car and stroll 
around. You have found an urban village . . . or at least a potential one.

Putting it another way, if you pass right by a parking lot and retail strip center 
without the slightest inclination to stop, because it does not appear interesting, 
you have not passed an urban village.

Although this book shows buildings and streets and related hardware, the real focus 
is not on physical objects but on human relations. The effort to create an urban village 

 Urban Village

hustle-bustle  tranquillity 
liberty  structure 
lonely  together
hostile  friendly
far away   close by
strangers  kindred 
possibilities limits

growth stasis
artificial natural
complex simple
large small
skyscraper cottage
liberal conservative
anonymous familiar
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